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Geo-maps
Maps are drawings of the landscape from above that
show you where you can find things like hills, lochs,
burns and villages. In Scotland we have some very
detailed maps called Ordnance Survey maps which
are used for all sorts of things from exploring the
mountains to deciding where to build a new house.
Some maps are specialist, they show details that
normal maps don’t have on them because it would be
too much information.
Geological maps, or geo-maps, show us what the
rocks beneath our feet are called and help us find out
what they are made of.
Geo-maps usually have a key which explains what
each rock type is called. The pink bits on this map are
called Lewisian Gneiss – at three billion years old,
they are the oldest rocks in Western Europe. You can find them in lots of places right across the
geopark. Some of the best places to see them are Achmelvich and Ceannabeinne beachs.
The orange bits are Torridonian sandstone, these rocks are a billion years old and contain fossils of
some of the first life on Earth, even older than the dinosaurs!
If you’re not sure of the age of the Earth, put your arms up like in the picture and look for the very
tips of your fingers, maybe your fingernails stick out just a bit? The Earth is about four billion years
old so imagine that as the whole distance from
fingertips to fingertips. Choose a hand to be the
starting end, this is the birth of the Earth. Follow
your arm to the elbow, that’s when the Lewisian
rocks were first made, then cross your body and look
at your other elbow. That’s when the Torridonian rocks were made. In between times the Lewisian
was buried deep inside the Earth, heated up and squeezed. That’s why it looks so swirly and stripy.
Once you get almost to your wrist, the Earth is now half a billion years old and complex life like
trilobites and worms were living in and around the seas. It’s not until you get to your fingers that
dinosaurs roamed the Earth and those fingertips/nails at the very end? That’s when humans first
appeared on the planet!

The grey bits on our geo-map are
Cambrian quartzites, they were once a
long sandy beach that stretched for
hundreds of miles. At that time Scotland
was part of an ancient continent called
Laurentia, have a look on the world map to
the right to see where Laurentia (and so
Scotland) was 750 million years ago.
The blue bits on the geo-map show you
where you can find limestone. Limestone
is quite a soft rock and it gets worn down by rain and river water more easily than other rock types.
This means that the water wears out shapes in the rock that look like caves, sink holes and
underground rivers. Some of the best places to see caves in the Geopark are near Inchnadamph (the
bone caves, a walk of about half an hour to an hour each way) or Smoo Cave near Durness where
you can even go on a boat trip inside an underground pool.
The red bits on the geo-map are igneous rocks. These
are rocks which were once molten and cooled over
time. The rivers around the red areas often contain
beautiful pebbles. The white shore beach in Culag
woods near Lochinver is made up of Canisp porphyry
pebbles mixed with quartzite, gneiss and sandstone.
Why not go and explore the wood and beach and chose
your favourite pet pebble?
The only colour on the geo-map we haven’t talked
about yet
is yellow. This colour
shows you where the Moine rocks are. Moine is the Gaelic
word for ‘moss’ and it shows you where peat bogs are likely
to develop! Peat forms in very wet areas and the Moine
Rocks, unlike limestone, are very hard and don’t let
water drain away through them easily. The Moine
Rocks are about the same age as the Torridonian
Rocks but they were pushed up into the wrong
place 415 million years ago as the continents of
Laurentia and Avalonia bumped into each other.
Continents are moving all the time, right now
North America is drifting away from Europe as the
Atlantic Ocean grows bigger. There’s a hot spot
under the ocean where Iceland is today which is
making new rocks all the time! So, the cycle goes on and
on!
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SMOO CAVE ROCK QUIZ
1. What type of Rock is Smoo Cave formed from?
_____________________________________
2. How many steps down to the cave are there?
_____________________________________
3. Are the rocks at Smoo Cave:

Igneous
Sedimentary
Metamorphic
4. How did the cave form?
Sea water cut into the cliffs
River water sunk into the ground
A Fault (earth movement) opened up a line of weakness in the ground
A combination of everything
5. The rocks that form Smoo Cave are older
than the Dinosaurs:
True
False

6. How high is the entrance of Smoo Cave?
5m
15 m
100m

All quiz answers can be found at:
www.nwhgeopark.com/geoquiz

KNOCKAN CRAG ROCK QUIZ
In the landscape…

1. Take a look across the road to the South of Knockan Crag – can you name three mountains you can
see from the Rock Room? (3 points)
1___________________________________
2___________________________________
3___________________________________
2. What types of rocks are these mountains made from? (3 points)
1___________________________________
2___________________________________
3___________________________________
3. How did the mountains get their unique shapes? (2 points)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
4. When glaciers pass over the land they sweep everything off it and dump it out under what is now the
sea. Everything except those things that were swept into the cave systems. Have a look at the replicas
of some bones found in the caves from near here. What sort of animal does the skull belong to? (1
point)
_________________________________________________________________________________
5. Why do you think the grass around the village of Elphin just north of here is so green? (3 points)
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

At the Knockan Puzzle…
6. This wall was made from rock collected locally and cut and polished. It has been here for over 20
years. Feel the cut surfaces of each rock layer. Which one is now rough and has been dissolved by
rain water running over it? This rock type can be dissolved to form underground river passages and
caves. (1 point)

___________________________________________________________
7. The ‘Salterella Grit was also a sand once and contains fossil remains of a shell just a few millimetres
long. They are usually white or black in colour. Nobody really knows what this animal looked like.
Draw the shape of the fossil – what do you think it could have been? (2 points)
A Saltarella was a….

8. In the ‘Pipe Rock’ there are signs of burrows left when this was a beach sand yes what now forms
mountain tops was once a beach. What shape are the borrows? Look on the top surfaces as well as
the cut sides. (1 point)

9.

The oldest rock of all is at the bottom and called the Lewisian Gneiss. This has been buried very deep
in the crust and heated and squeezed below and old mountain belt. It is very hard and cannot be
easily worn away by water or ice. Is it the light or dark layers that resist the most? (1 point)
Light layers
Dark layers

10. The next rock up and hence younger than the gneiss is the Torridonian Sandstone. This was deposited
on land by rivers. What colour is this land sediment? Find the largest pieces in it that the river carried.
Why are they fairly round? How old is it?

Colour__________________ Age_____________________________ (2 points)
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